October 23, 2017
Academy Monday
Jana via email.
This is a relational design, a time for Creative hope to align. I'm answering past prayers with a suddenly,
but the future hope must be viewed from eternity.
An Apostolic platform for the ministry of reconciliation the counsel of the Lord is in your midst for all
generations. These messengers of Fire will bring forth the word you will connect to the wings of the
Wind from the Word that you heard.
This is a cross pollination from Nation to Nation. Hope will never disappoint but wisdom will lead out to
make an intentional choice.
Go through go through the gate for breakthrough will begin to recreate.
Know this the enemy is not happy for when my people gather he is losing his grip. For love is the answer
and my answer will come quick.

Pertaining to the shofar that was blown
There is a true sound being released. It comes from you the body and it will increase.
Much can be said but more needs to be heard. The sound of heaven is in a one note return.
The sound is in the waters, It Is in the cherubim wings, a mighty rushing wind, a seven-fold
expression, a sound of a spring. Unity of the waters is in the wings. It is the sound of the All
Mighty, the soon coming King. The sound is in the wings and releases the breath; the spirit is in
the wheels so you go to what is next. The key is the sound of A, It is from eternity past. The
aleph to tav the beginning and the end. The sound will carry you. You will be in two places at
the same time. The everlasting is substance, it is just about time.
Paul gave Janna a Scroll
There is a great deal of weight with the scroll.
The scroll is vibrating.
Elemental spirits are discerned
Scribe behind Millicent
Janna’s interpretation as given by the Holy Spirit
You are at the crossroads where the paths meet
You all carry the sound of wisdom, at the gate to break defeat
Up til now you have all survived, but I show you an abundance
And it’s life made alive
A and D prosperity connected to creation itself
For wisdom and revelation will begin to manifest and tell

I built one stone upon another from the original creation design
Each one of you hold the key to divine in align
Now all things have been given and all things will be added, to push past the old evidence that
caused the body to scatter
Buy you are all a link, to connect light to light for the kingdom evidence
Now the things that are hoped for are things unseen this is the depths of the treasury beneath
The hidden wealth, of the treasures of darkness are at hand, in unity you actually release this
treasury to the sons of man, now know this when you all come to agree, the king is in your
midst,
And the fathers power to believe
And you stand at the brink
For the creation cry, that creation itself will be redeemed and the kingdom of heaven will not
deny
Unlock, unlock and open wide, there is a door in heaven that says come up here it is more than
you know more than just to survive.
Anne – scroll weighty, ephod, red stone brightest of all the colors, fire coming off the ends and
purple robe, at the end purplish blue coming off her hands, red when she was reading.
Paul red what tribe is it. Tribe of Judah, tribe of Ruben
Wings of the Wind
Two wings, male and female. transportation, war, warfare, healing – group got up to touch the
wings.
Joseph Cupertino – floating during communion, Paul floated
He bowed the heaven and rend the heavens verses shared heaven came down

Three pairs, holy
Jana
What you are learning now, is to explore the realms of God,
So you can affect the kingdom of heaven on earth
As well as it is in heaven
The earth is mine and all that is in it,
A trans-relocation will break off the limits
I am the movement that must be known
The four winds of heaven are connected to the throne
The reason they are always in pairs because a paradox always holds the truth
The truth becomes aware

And the wings they carry a sound, they hold up the throne, and wherever the spirit goes liberty
is found
They also move the many waters propelled by the sound of unity of sisters and brothers
Righteousness and justice are held by such as these,
The male and the female so his character can be seen
One does not move without the other
It’s the attribute of God
For the unity of others
And if you dare, to move with Him, he’ll take you to the treasures from the glory with him or
within
And from this place you learn to behold for he will counsel you with his eyes upon you
The eyes that go to and fro

